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MIDDLE    MAN
LOGLINE:   

Lenny Freeman’s dream of being a famous comedian is about to become a 
nightmare. Not only is he stuck in a dead end accounting job, Lenny has a 
bigger problem -- Lenny is not funny.  When his mother suddenly dies, he 
quits his job and heads to Vegas in search of fame. But along the way, a 
mysterious hitchhiker lures him into a desert-town killing spree with dark 
and twisted results – as the bodies pile up, Lenny becomes funnier and 
funnier. - Running Time: 100 minutes 
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SYNOPSIS 
Lenny Freeman is a straight-laced old-school accountant with a dream; to 
become a famous stand-up comedian. The problem is he’s not very funny. Not 
even close.  
 
When his mother dies, leaving him nothing but debt and her ‘53 Oldsmobile, 
Lenny hits the road to chase his dream in Vegas and auditioning for Monte 
Guy’s annual “Stand-Up Stand-Off”.  Along the way (and against his better 
judgment) Lenny picks up a mysterious traveler named “Hitch” and his trip 
quickly turns from bad to worse when they stop at a small-town bar. Lenny 
jumps on stage as a warm-up act, but a run-in with a heckler leads to murder. 
Now with a dead body in his trunk, Lenny and Hitch are on the run.  
 
As the body count piles up, Lenny tries to free himself from his psychotic 
sidekick and escape to Vegas with the girl of his dreams. But Hitch won’t 
shake so easily. They've got a contract. And the devil is in the details...literally. 
Not to mention the fact that all this blood and mayhem is having a strange 
side-effect on Lenny. It is actually improving his comedy! 
 
MIDDLE MAN stars Jim O'Heir (Parks and Recreation), Andrew West (The 
Walking Dead), Josh McDermitt (The Walking Dead), Anne Dudek (Mad Men) 
and veteran actor Tracey Walter (Batman). The film is written and directed by 
Ned Crowley (Parting Words) and produced by Bill Fortney and Roger 
Petrusson.  



Q&A WITH NED CROWLEY 
 

 
Where did the idea for Middle Man come from? 
 
The idea for this came together from several places, but mostly from this country’s 
obsession with fame and how everyone seems to want their 15 minutes. I live pretty much 
under-the-radar and I’m shocked at what people are willing to do and sacrifice for what 
they think they want in life.    I grew up watching old “road pictures” as a kid; movies with 
duos like Lewis and Martin or Hope and Crosby. I wondered what they might look like in 
the modern age; an age where comedy is more caustic, harsh, angry and aggressive.  But a 
major inspiration for the story came from comedian Fatty Arbuckle who once said “no price 
is too high to pay for a good laugh.”   

 
 

What is a “middle man?” 
 
In the world of stand-up comedy, a Middle Man or “middler” is someone who comes on 
stage after the opening act and before the headliner.  They are usually someone who has 
lost the hope and optimism that a fresh naïve opener still has.  We all know middle men 
(and women) in life; people who are trapped in their jobs or relationships, with no hope of 
moving forward to their goals or backward to their innocence. 
 
 

Who is Lenny? 
 
Lenny Freeman represents all of us at our best until we let those little demons and desires 
take over.  Even his name has an “everyman” vibe to it.  As kind and innocent as Lenny 
is…..he really doesn’t offer to help someone in need until he thinks he can get something 
out of it.  That is his ultimate downfall.    



 
 
What does Lenny dream about and want from life?  
 
Lenny wants love, but he confuses that with fame and adoration and is blind to the good 
right in front of him.  Even when the possibility of freedom presents itself, he ignores it for 
the shiny distraction of fame.  Lenny is certainly put through the grinder, but he is given 
every opportunity to escape, do the right thing, and re-set his dream, but he just can’t do it.  
He can’t resist that sirens call from the trunk for fame. 

 
 
Who is “Hitch” and what does he want from Lenny? 
 
People bring their own backstory to Hitch.  On paper, he’s a con man who has history with 
Monte Guy and Monte’s Vegas empire. But beneath the surface something else is going on.  
Many people have simply labeled Hitch as “the Devil”.  But even the Devil has a very 
complex relationship with his maker.  Remember, the Devil was God’s favorite angel who 
was cast out of the kingdom and then spends eternity trying to get back.   
   

 
How does Hitch seduce Lenny? 
Hitch lets Lenny seduce himself.  He doesn’t sprinkle any magic pixie dust, he just has a 
keen eye for human weakness and plays Lenny like a fiddle.  If you really watch, not one 
bad choice or decision is “made” by Hitch.  They are all made by Lenny.  That keeps it 
Lenny’s film even though you might love to love or hate Hitch.  Lenny drives all of the 
actions and decisions. 
 

 
 



 
 
Does Lenny make a deal with the devil? If so, what is the deal? 
 
Yes, Lenny “makes a deal with the Devil.”  They shake hands in the diner.  But I don’t want 
to give this “devil” any real “magical powers.”  The deal plays out and falls apart on human 
terms.      

 

 
Why can’t Lenny shake off Hitch? 
 
Lenny has every chance to walk away and escape Hitch.  Right down to the end.  In fact, the 
terrible conclusion comes from his final fatal decision that flies in the face of everything he 
committed doing in the final act.  The fact is -- doing the right thing is hard. 
 
 

How hard was it to walk the fine line and maintain balance between 
comedy and drama?   
 
I love writing comedic dialogue but I never like to “go for the joke”.  I loved nothing more 
than watching Jim and Andy run with the words.  So fun.  But I told them early on that I 
didn’t want to stop for jokes or go for anything that feels like an obvious rim shot.  That was 
something I was fortunate enough to have great actors for.  I wanted them to play it real or 
deadpan.  So I guess it wasn’t too hard in that regard, I just knew the tone I wanted and 
kept at it.  In fact, we ditched a couple scenes that I loved because it felt like too much of a 
gag. 

 

 



Tell me about your locations. 
 
We shot a lot of it in the LA Zone due to budget, and a major chunk of the film was shot on a 
stage.  Then a second big part was shot in the building where we found the comedy club, 
Yuck Stop.  The third major chunk was shot in and around the deserts of Palmdale and also 
at a location set near there.  I think the nightclub was one of my favorite looks.  Our D.P., 
Dick Buckley, created such an awesome vibe through his lighting and smoke and lost Vegas 
feel of it all. I think through sheer will we managed to create this town that had its own life 
and personality and seamlessly stitch together the various interiors and exteriors to tell a 
more epic tale. 
 
 

How long did it take to shoot the movie? 
 
We did about a month of intense prep and then shot the entire thing in 15-18 days give or 
take a few pickup shots. 
 
 

What changed from the script when you got behind the lens to direct? 
 
The moment you start rolling is the moment you start waking up from the dream.  
Everything is possible before then.  But then you start committing and the story starts 
taking life and being chained and pulled back to earth.  That’s when the changes happen. 
 
I will confess that as much as I knew where the story was going I had a major panic attack 
halfway through shooting about my ending.  Grail is such a sweet and heart-felt character 
and I thought the audience would hate us for letting happen what happens to her in the 
end.  So I also shot a happy-ending version. 
 



 
Did you write the film with particular cast in mind?  
 
This film was written for Jim O’Heir from the very start.  I’ve known Jim since 1986 when 
we took improv classes together.  I’ve always known how skilled he is as an actor and get 
pissed when I saw him in roles like the “shlubby boss” or “donut eating cop.”  All those 
clichés the big-guy actors get.   So part of the inspiration for this was to give Jim something 
meaty and then let him really act.  The film really came together when Andy West came on 
board. Few actors can play such a despicable character with such charm and wit.  People 
who have seen the film say they know they’re not supposed to like him but they do! 

 
How did you attach your cast?   
 
Everyone auditioned.  Anne just came in and worked off Jim and left and I was like, “There’s 
Grail!” Josh was a bit different.  He’s such a funny, likeable guy and he really had to play an 
unlikeable asshole.  He said he loved the script but didn’t want the part if he wasn’t right.  
Then he came in and just became this greasy unlikable misogynistic comic.  He was so 
filthy.  I told him he should take the character on the road ala Andy Kaufman. Tracey 
Walter?  Well I just met him for coffee and gave him the part.  He IS Father Rickey! 
 



 

Tell me about the music.    
 
Rob Guillory is my composer.  He is a friend who used to work as a composer but found it 
was hard to make a living so he had moved on.  He was the one who reached out to me and 
said, “I want to do this film!” In the world of Independent Films, enthusiasm counts for 99% 
of everything.   
 
I knew I wanted some classic songs.  I loved Louis Prima when I was a kid and just loved 
the idea of how his joyful tracks could play so counter and ironically against all the 
mayhem.  Then we broke the film music into 3 acts.  Act one’s tone is Mystery and Dread.  
Act 2 has more of a desert and spaghetti western feel.  Act 3 returns to a more 
thriller/horror territory.   
 

 

What was one of the biggest hurdles you had to overcome?   
 
The biggest hurdles were my own limitations.  I knew I couldn't do it on my own.  I needed 
partners, but couldn’t find one to take that leap.  I had pretty much given up when I 
approached Bill and Roger for advice.  They ended up climbing on board.  That was my 
biggest hurdle.   
 
What was your biggest surprise?  

The biggest surprise is that we actually did it.  I was also surprised at how many actors and 
talented people came out of the woodwork to be part of the project for little or no money.  
It was humbling to have so many talented people say “how can I help?” and show up at 3 
AM to a shoot on their own time or dime.  Those are the people I feel very indebted to. 
 

 

 



What did you learn from this experience? 

There are so many lessons I learned that it’s impossible to count; from handling actors to 
making instant decisions on money or production that can affect the entire film.  Mostly I 
learned that you have to push.  Everything needs to be a push or else you just sit there in 
the edit room full of regret.  I also learned that I will never write a scene in the rain on a low 
budget film.   

 
 
What would you like audiences to take away from seeing this film?  
 
When we started this project we were all convinced we could make a film that had a classic 
look but contemporary vibe, one that looked like we spent about 10 times more than we 
did.  And to that end, I believe we succeeded.  So I frankly would like people to come out of 
the theater and not put the film in a box.  I also hope they laugh a bit, are surprised a bit, 
and talk about it a bit, even if it’s only on their way out of the theater.   
 
I’ll end this on one story about my last film. I wrote a film that was produced a few years 
back called PARTING WORDS.  It was an ensemble character-driven dramedy that I was 
mostly happy with although would have directed it differently.  But I remember being at a 
Q&A at one of the festivals and taking questions after the film.  And all these people in the 
audiences were bringing all these things to it….directors, influences, other films, subtext.  
Things I KNEW weren’t intended to be in there.  But apparently, for these people, WERE.  
And I thought, who am I to say what’s in there or not?  And frankly these people all made it 
a better film from what they brought to it.  I guess that’s what I ultimately hope.  That 
people see it, think about it, talk about it, and make it a better film because of it.  



THE CAST 

 
 
Jim O’Heir (“Lenny Freeman”) is perhaps 
best known for co-starring as Garry Gergich on the 
Award-winning NBC sitcom Parks and Recreation. 
O'Heir has appeared in several films including 
Accepted, Seeking a Friend for the End of the World 
and Life After Beth and made guest appearances on 
television shows such as Friends, Boston Legal, 
Malcolm in the Middle, Star Trek: Voyager, 3rd Rock 
from the Sun, ER, and Parenthood.  
 
After graduating from Loyola University, O'Heir 
first became active in Chicago theater and improv 
during the 1980s and early 1990s as part of the 
comedic theater troupe White Noise. He appeared 
with the group in Stage Left productions of The 
Book of Blanche, Stumpy's Gang and Ad-Nauseam for 
many years. He later landed his first leading role in 
Strip Mall on Comedy Central. Since Parks and 
Recreation ended in 2015, O’Heir has completed 
several supporting roles in independent films. 
  
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
Andrew J. West (“Hitch”) is perhaps best 
known for his role as “Fisher” in the popular ABC 
Family show Greek alongside Spencer Grammer 
and Jake McDorman. More recently he has 
appeared as Gareth in the critically-acclaimed AMC 
horror drama The Walking Dead. He appeared as a 
guest star in the fourth season finale, and was 
promoted to a series regular for the fifth season. 
His performance earned him a Saturn Award for 
Best Guest Starring Role on Television. 
 
West began his acting career in college, landing 
leading roles in numerous university productions, 
all while writing, producing, and acting in short 
films with his college friends. His recurring 
television roles have also included the CW’s 
Priveleged, WB.com’s Rockville, CA and CBS’s Under 
the Dome. He has guest starred on Bones, Ghost 
Whisperer, Body of Proof, Castle, Suburgatory, Hot 
in Cleveland, Justified and Minority Report. He 
recently completed he thriller movie Rebirth 
starring Adam Goldberg and Harry Hamlin.    



 
 

 
Josh McDermitt (“T-Bird”) is best 
known for playing Eugene Porter on AMC's 
The Walking Dead, as well as his time on 
Last Comic Standing. Josh began his career 
in entertainment by calling in to a local 
radio show in Phoenix, Tim & Willy, at a 
young age. Calling in routinely, under the 
guise of different voices, McDermitt kept 
listeners and Tim & Willy entertained. Not 
long afterward, he began working with 
them as a producer, following them to both 
KNIX & KMLE. McDermitt was a semi-
finalist in the fourth season of Last Comic 
Standing. McDermitt later starred in the TV 
Land sitcom Retired at 35. In October 2013, 
it was announced by the TV show producers 
that McDermitt had been cast as Eugene 
Porter, a character from The Walking Dead 
comic book, for the fourth season of the TV 
series. He returned as a main cast member 
for the fifth season. 
 
 

  



 
 
 
Anne Dudek (“Grail”) is best known 
for portraying Tiffany Wilson in the 2004 
film White Chicks, Dr. Amber Volakis on 
the Fox series House, Lura Grant on Big 
Love, and Francine Hanson on the AMC 
series Mad Men. She has also starred in 
the British television series The Book 
Group. From the mid-1990s (while at 
Northwestern University) through 2001, 
Dudek appeared in various theater 
productions and on Broadway. She made 
her Broadway debut in Wrong Mountain 
in 2000, and won the Connecticut Critics 
Circle Award for outstanding performance 
in The Glass Menagerie. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 

Tracey Walter (“Fr. Rickey / Lil J”) 

has appeared in over 100 films and 

television series. Walter is known for his 

portrayal of sidekicks and henchmen such 

as Bob the Goon in Batman, Cookie in City 

Slickers, and Malak in Conan the Destroyer.  

He portrayed Frog Rothchild Jr. on the 

ABC sitcom Best of the West. Walter has 

acted in six Jonathan Demme films: 

Something Wild , Married to the Mob, The 

Silence of the Lambs, Philadelphia, Beloved , 

and The Manchurian Candidate . He has 

been directed by Danny DeVito in three 

films: Matilda, Death to Smoochy and 

Duplex. Walter's television credits include 

guest appearances on Taxi, Charlie's 

Angels, Hill Street Blues, Amazing Stories, 

Moonlighting, David Lynch's On the Air, 

Melrose Place, The Division, Veronica Mars, 

Criminal Minds and Cold Case.   



THE CREW 
 

 
 
Ned Crowley (Writer, Director) makes his 
feature film debut as writer and director with 
Middle Man.  The Chicago native previously wrote 
the festival favorite, award-winning dark comedy 
Parting Words.  
 
An accomplished and published children’s book 
author and illustrator; and an award-winning stage 
and sketch comedy director, Crowley serves as  
Chief Creative Officer of a fast growing advertising 
agency, mcgarrybowen, where he has written, 
produced, and overseen hundreds of commercial 
productions.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
Bill Fortney (Producer) is currently a 
Production Director at The Walt Disney 
Company.  Fortney has Produced and 
Executive Produced TV commercials for over 
20 years and Executive Produced the short 
films Egg Salad and Por Vida, both of which 
premiered at the 1996 Sundance Film 
Festival. 
 
From 1993 through 2001 he was Co-
Owner/Executive Producer at Crash Films, a 
leading commercial production company. 
Since then he served as Executive Producer at 
renowned commercial post-production 
houses Mad River Post, Red Car and Avenue 
Edit.   



 

Roger Petrusson (Producer) is an 
Emmy award-winning commercial 
producer. His career started with a 
passion for the camera. While working in 
production, he became a camera operator 
and started working on commercials as a 
union operator and later a cameraman.  
 
He also has produced for leading 
directors in the commercial industry 
which broadened his experiences in 
major film production around the world. 
He later established his own production 
company working closely with Disney to 
help provide content for commercials, 
digital and web based needs. Middle Man 
is Roger’s first full length feature film. 
 
 
 

 
 

Richard Buckley (Cinematographer) 
 

Dick Buckley uses his vast 
toolbox of knowledge gleaned 
from experience in every aspect 
of filmmaking and an education 
from the Pasadena Art Center 
College of Design to approach 
any filming opportunity with a 
true melding of creativity and 
technology. After a short career 
as Seattle’s best junior yo-yo-er, 
Dick has been behind the 
camera since, first as a 
cameraman for Warren Miller’s 
ski films and then directing 
hundreds of commercials for 
clients including Coca-Cola, 
Reebok, Nike, Jaguar and Miller 
Beer and shooting music videos for Rage Against the Machine, Nine Inch Nails, Robert Plant 
and Randy Travis, among others. Most recently, Dick directed 2nd unit for Spider-Man and 
Spider-Man 2, as well as the trailer for first film. His Tabasco “Mosquito” spot won a Gold 
Lion at Cannes and he has won numerous Clio Awards, Emmys and music video awards.  

   



        CAST 

 

 Jim O'Heir………………………………………………Lenny Freeman 
 
Andre J West…………………………………………………..………Hitch 
 
Josh McDermitt……………………………………………….……T-Bird 
 
Anne Dudek…………………………………………………….………Grail 
 
Tracey Walter…………………………………….……Fr. Rickey/Lil’ J. 
 
Barbo K. Adler…………………….………………………Lenny’s mom 
 
Jocelyn Ayanna……………………..….……………………….……Evelyn 
 
Chairman Barnes………………………….….………Francis the cop 
 
T'Shaun Barrett……………………………….………Rocko the comic 
 
Danny Belrose…………………………………………Tommy the biker 
 
Patrick Cannon…………………………….……………………..…Bagman 
 
Linna Carter…………………………………………….………Female Cop 
 
Robert Catrini………………………………..……………………..….…Jake 
 



Dan Considine……………………………………Gas station attendant  
 
Kate Crowley………………………………..……Rhonda, office worker 
 
Chad Donella………………………………………………..……Officer Flick 
 
Chris Gann……………………………….…………………….……Militia Man 
 
Salvatore Giovia……………………………………………………Monte Guy 
 
Meredith Thomas……………………………….……Cosmetics Woman 
 
Kelly Mantle………………………………………….………………...………T.Q. 
 
Jake Novak…………………………………………………..…….…Store Clerk 
 
Maria Olsen……………………………………….……….……Mini Mart lady 
 
Dominique Jane Sharpe……………………….……College girl flasher 
 
Steven Shaw…………………………………………….………..….……Lawyer 
 
Tim Sheridan………………………………....…….…Allen, office worker 
 
Craig Shoemaker ………………………………………….……………Bandit 
. 
Jason Stachowsky………………………………………Kissing Biker Guy 



 

CREW 
Roger Petrusson…………………………………………..………………Producer 
 
Bill Fortney…………………………………………………..………………Producer 
 
Ned Crowley………………………………………………..…………………Director 
 
Christopher Ray………………………………………….…………Line Producer 
 
Alison Goser………………………………………………………Co-Line Producer 
 
Jess Costa-Rodrigues……………………………..…… PROD COORDINATOR 
 
Glenn Miller…………………………..………….… UPM/1ST ASST. DIRECTOR 
 
John Klymshyn…………………………..….……..……… 2ND ASST. DIRECTOR 
 
Nathan Hansen………………..……..... KEY SET PRODUCTION ASSISTANT 
 
Derek Thomason……………………..……………….… PRODUCTION/SET PA 
 
John Lackmeyer……………………………………..…… PRODUCTION/SET PA 
 
Kimberly Much…………………………………………..……….….………………… PA 
 
Scott T Reynolds……………………………………………….…..…………………. PA 



 
Gabriel Gonzalez………………………………………………….….…..…………… PA 
 

Larry Layfield………………………………………………………….……………...… PA 
 
Devin Reeve……………………………………………..…… LOCATION MANAGER 
 
Andra Hayes……………………………………..…………… SCRIPT SUPERVISOR 
 
Barry Gelber…………………………………..….………..…Production Designer 
 
Cassandra Golas……………………………………..………………....…...… ART PA 
 
Sheena Jimenez………………………………………..………………..……… ART PA 
 
Amanda Smith…………………………………………………..……..……..…… PAINT 
 
Bob Feffer………………………………………………………..……….………… PROPS 
 
Dick Buckley……………………………..…… DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY 
 
Rogelio Mosqueda……………………………………....…… "A" 1ST ASST. CAM 
 
Kyle Lackore……………………………………………..…….…… 1st AC/CAMERA 
 
Jack Beyer…………………………………………………...……..… 1st AC/CAMERA 
 
Chase Azimi……………………………………………..…..…… "A" 2ND ASST. CAM 
 
Tim Hsiung……………………………………………………………..…………….……DIT 
 
Brooks David…………………………………………………………………………… VTR 



 
Danaya Wattanpan…………………………………………………….… CAMERA PA 
 
Silas Robinson………………………………………….…..……………………. GAFFER 
 
Phillip Collins…………………………………………………………………… KEY GRIP 
 
Joachim Glaser…………………………………………………………………………. GRIP 
 
Shai Kestonnix…………………………………………………………………….…… GRIP 
 
Aaron Pong……………………………………………………… BEST BOY ELECTRIC 
 
John Fisher……………………………………………………….……… BEST BOY GRIP 
 
Walter Orsini…………………………………….………………….……………… SWING 
 
Kenneth Marc……………………………………………………….……………… SWING 
 
Tracy Rosen…………………………………………. DEPT HEAD MAKEUP/HAIR 
 
Laurie Hallack………………………………………………………… KEY MUA/HAIR 
 
Jeremy Bramer…………………………………………………… MUA ASSISTANT 
 
Neysa Stone………………………………………….......………..… KEY COSTUMER 
 



Jordan Cabrera………………………………………...… ASSISTANT COSTUMER 
 
Matt Thompson……………………………………………………..… SOUND MIXER 
 
Johnny Kubelka………………………………………..……………… SOUND MIXER 
 
Wesley Claggett……………………………………………………..… SOUND MIXER 
 
Eric Ballew……………………………………………..……………….. SOUND MIXER 
 
Sean Christopher Carter………………………………STUNT COORDINATOR 
 
Tim Mikulecky……………………………………….…… STUNT COORDINATOR 
 
Shon Germaine………………………………………………….…..STUNTS UTILITY 
 
Amy Larsen……………………………………………………….…….….… SET MEDIC 
 
Josh Sherman………………………………………………….…… CRAFT SERVICES 
 
Tony Grow…………………………………………….….…..… Blood FX Supervisor 
 
Alan Scott……………………………………………..…..……Special FX Supervisor 
 
Damon…………………………………..………………………..…….……… SPECIAL FX 
 
Cale Thomas……………………………………………….………… MAKEUP ARTIST 
 
Joe Cornell…………………………………………………..….…..… MECHANICAL FX 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Morris Aroesti………………………...… TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR 
 
Ray Jackson………………………………………………….…… TRANSPO CAPTAIN 
 
Joshua King………………………………………………….….… DRIVER/TRANSPO 
 
Jon Beauregard…………………………………………………..CASTING DIRECTOR

 


